This paper presents a control architecture designed to accommodate a selection of modern control algorithms on a full-scale rotary-wing, unmanned aerial vehicle. The architecture integrates a visual landing system, two path planners, a flight envelope protection algorithm, and two low-level flight controllers that were developed independently by six agencies in academia and industry. A newly developed vehicle model and an exportable simulation environment were assembled in an open control infrastructure to expedite the algorithm development. The collaboration resulted in successful flight testing of the architecture and multiple control algorithms on Boeing's Renegade Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, a derivative of the Robinson R22. The aircraft successfully switched from a conventional flight controller to an adaptive neural network flight controller on four occasions making it the largest helicopter to operate under adaptive neural network flight control.
I. Introduction
Numerous universities and other research organizations now own and operate unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) including unmanned helicopters. This proliferation has resulted in the development and successful flight testing of many innovative control technologies on unmanned rotorcraft. Although a few programs do employ full-scale helicopters, which are of the same dimension as manned aircraft, most experimental unmanned rotorcraft vary in size from under a pound up to the Yamaha RMAX which has a maximum gross weight over 200 pounds and a 10-foot rotor diameter. Agencies including NASA and DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) as well as several universities and corporations around the world operate RMAXs as research platforms. Despite the widespread experimentation with unmanned rotorcraft, little research has sought to extend the most advanced control technologies to full-scale unmanned helicopters. Typically programs involving full-scale unmanned helicopters employ more conventional control algorithms. This paper outlines a control architecture designed with the objective of transferring successful, modern control technologies to a full-scale helicopter. Actual flight test results as well as hardware in the loop simulations validated the proposed control architecture and a selection of supporting control technologies.
II. Background
The Software Enabled Control (SEC) project, sponsored by DARPA, conducted the final experiments for its rotary wing group in August 2004. 1 The final experiments demonstrated several state of the art control technologies on the GTMAX, a highly customized Yamaha RMAX. The GTMAX depicted in Figure 1 weighed approximately 160 pounds in its test configuration. In preparation for the final experiments, two software packages reduced the development and integration timeline. Georgia Tech contributed an exportable simulation environment that allowed independent development and testing of several control technologies. The Open Control Platform (OCP), a software infrastructure developed during the program, also facilitated the software integration process. 2, 3 The OCP allowed online switching between several control algorithms including reconfigurable low-level flight controllers developed to expand the GTMAX's fault tolerance. 4 Given the success of the final experiments, DARPA elected to extend the SEC project and apply a selection of the developed technologies to a full-scale helicopter. A SEC follow-on project, named SEC Renegade, was initiated to achieve this objective on Boeing's Renegade UAV (Figure 2 ). The SEC Renegade program completed Phase 1 flight testing in May 2005.
The Renegade UAV and its brother the Maverick UAV, which are both derivatives of the Robinson R22, serve as surrogates for the A160 Hummingbird. 5 At 1350 pounds, the Renegade UAV is nearly an order of magnitude larger than the GTMAX. The rotor system is another noteworthy difference between the two aircraft; the Renegade UAV has a standard R22 teetering rotor head while the blades on the GTMAX are rigidly mounted to the hub. The sensor suite onboard the Renegade UAV is similar to the GTMAX although the Renegade relies on a barometric altimeter reading. A final significant difference between the two test platforms is the ability to pilot the GTMAX manually via remote control. The Renegade UAV has no capacity for manually overriding actuator inputs. This aspect of the Renegade UAV requires that all experimental flights are sufficiently conservative so that testing never exceeds the capability of the baseline autopilot. This limitation presents a challenge because one goal of the SEC Renegade program is to develop an autopilot for full-scale unmanned helicopters that is capable of conducting terrain flight in accordance with pertinent military manuals written for manned aircraft.
The SEC Renegade program also intends to provide the Renegade UAV with a level of autonomy comparable to the GTMAX. The Renegade's operator provides the aircraft with velocity and heading rate commands using stick inputs from a pseudo-cockpit established in the ground station. The aircraft relies on operator input to direct safe flight of the aircraft. Whereas, the GTMAX routinely completes entire missions from take off to landing without human interaction. The adaptive neural network flight controller onboard the GTMAX is capable of controlling the aircraft at high control bandwidths allowing precise position control and aggressive maneuvering. The control algorithm provides consistent operation in the presence of control saturations as well as uncertainties such as wind disturbances. 6 Envelope protection is another important control technology resident on the GTMAX. Envelope protection employs analytical expressions as well as adaptive neural networks to estimate the vehicle's proximity to complex non-linear flight envelope boundaries. With knowledge of these boundaries, control inputs can be modified so that the vehicle remains within its envelope. 7 In addition to these technologies which have been thoroughly tested on the GTMAX, DARPA elected to implement an upgraded version of the OCP, a vision-based landing system developed by University of California Berkeley (UCB), and a receding horizon trajectory planner developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). To facilitate the technology development, Georgia Tech modified the exportable software architecture developed for the GTMAX to include a complex non-linear model of the Renegade UAV.
III. Control Architecture
The control architecture for the SEC Renegade program integrates a wide variety of control technologies in a single framework. Figure 3 depicts the basic architecture which can be configured to conduct software in the loop and hardware in the loop simulations as well as actual flight testing. In simulation, the architecture accommodates two distinct vehicle models, one developed during the SEC Renegade program and a second which has seen extensive use under Boeing's Renegade UAV program. On the left side of the architecture, four methods for path planning generate velocity commands for the aircraft. On the right side of the architecture, actuator commands are applied to the aircraft or to one of the simulation models. The OCP, which is discussed in the subsequent section, serves as the backbone for the architecture and enables switching between the individual components of the architecture.
The guidance switch (Switches are enumerated in Figure 3 ; the guidance switch is labelled 1 ) designates which path planning algorithm generates velocity and heading rate commands for the aircraft. Four algorithms including operator generated inputs are available. Operator inputs bypass the entire architecture when the baseline low-level controller is in use. The generic TD (technology developer) component responds to button pushes on a user interface. It allows command of the aircraft using button pushes such as "North" and "30 knots". MIT's receding horizon trajectory planner employs online optimization formulated as a mixed integer linear program (MILP) to generate achievable flight paths and the corresponding vehicle velocity commands. 8 The receding horizon planner uses a value function generated in near real time to capture the global environment and mission elements, which makes it possible to handle complex three dimensional urban and terrain environments in a computationally effective fashion. 9 UCB's vision based landing system employs monocular visual cues to generate velocity and heading rate commands. The system is operable with either the baseline controller or the adaptive neural network controller.
The mode switch (reference switch 2 in Figure 3) selects which low-level flight controller generates actuator commands for the aircraft. Two algorithms are available: the baseline controller and an adaptive neural network flight controller. Both controllers are active regardless of the switch's position. The switch merely designates which control signals are applied to the aircraft. This switch differs from others in that it resides in the baseline controller; the other switches are part of the developmental OCP architecture. The switch has three positions: baseline, velocity control, and actuator control. The first position indicates that the operator provides velocity commands directly to the baseline controller, bypassing the entire control architecture. The second position dictates that one of the development path planners passes velocity commands to the baseline controller, and the baseline controller generates corresponding cyclic, collective and tail rotor control inputs. The third position indicates that the adaptive neural network controller generates these actuator commands, and the baseline controller relays them to the aircraft. Because the adaptive neural network controller tracks position commands, the component labeled "Process Commands" in the figure integrates the velocity commands from the designated path planner to generate the command input for the adaptive neural network controller. Use of the neural network controller also allows the path planners to generate heading commands in lieu of heading rate commands. This functionality is not available with the baseline controller.
Two other switches, labelled 3 and 4 in Figure 3 , allow bypassing the Georgia Tech command filter and the baseline command filter, respectively. The Georgia Tech filter is a second order command filter that imposes limits on the jerk and acceleration resulting from the velocity command inputs. It includes multiple modes of operation to ensure smooth maneuvering and turn coordination when required. The Georgia Tech filter was designed to complement the adaptive neural network flight controller. The baseline filter serves a similar purpose for the baseline flight controller protecting it from overly aggressive velocity and heading rate commands. The architecture allows running either filter individually or running them both in series. When running both filters, the output of the baseline filter is fedback to the Georgia Tech filter so that it can update its internal states accordingly. During flight testing the baseline filter was always active. Envelope protection, which is discussed in more detail later in the paper, is activated via switch 5 ( Figure 3 ).
IV. Open Control Platform and User Interface
The implementation of the control architecture relies heavily on the OCP. The OCP is a Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) based software infrastructure designed to facilitate real-time processing on UAVs. 2 Older versions of the OCP participated in several successful flight tests on various fixed and rotary-wing platforms during the initial SEC program. The SEC Renegade program utilizes OCP 3.0, the latest version of the software which is maintained by Boeing Phantom Works. It provides an open run-time framework that supports multiple control processes running on a single processor or divided across multiple processors. During flight testing, the SEC Renegade architecture occupied four separate processors. The baseline control architecture, MIT's path planner, and UCB's landing system had dedicated processors. The adaptive neural network controller, the generic TD path planner, envelope protection, and the Georgia Tech command filter shared a fourth processor which connects the path planners to the baseline control architecture. This fourth machine distributed state and command data at multiple rates and priorities throughout the architecture. It also ensured that the adaptive neural network flight controller maintained consistent operation at 50 Hertz. The OCP is particularly suitable for the SEC Renegade program because it enables restructuring of the entire control architecture in real-time. All the switches depicted in Figure 3 excluding switch 2 reside in the OCP. In flight, these switches are accessible in the ground station using a graphical user interface (GUI) (Figure 4 ). This GUI, which was developed by Boeing Phantom Works, displays aircraft state data in near real-time and provides the UAV operator a means to interface not only the switches alluded to in the previous sections but also parameters within each of the subordinate control technologies. For instance, a sequence of button pushes can change the acceleration limits used by the Georgia Tech command filter or the control bandwidths within the adaptive neural network flight controller. Use of the GUI to conduct online restructuring accelerated algorithm development as well as hardware in the loop testing. 
V. Model Development
The exportable simulation environment developed during the initial SEC program was updated to include a higher fidelity non-linear model of the Renegade UAV. In general, modifications to the GTMAX model changed the dimensions of the aircraft and added coupling effects to the rotor dynamics, which are more prominent in the larger aircraft. Unlike the GTMAX, the Renegade UAV has a semi-rigid, teetering rotor system and no flybar. The rotor equations of motion were re-written as provided in Padfield. 10 Rotor pitch and roll moments due to in-plane forces were also included in the rotor force and moment balance equations. Other adjustments to the model accounted for the horizontal tail, vertical tail, fuselage, landing gear, and engine on the R-22. The new model was compared with a high fidelity FLIGHTLAB R-22 simulation model, which was developed independent from the Renegade effort. Trim results and open loop response plots to step control inputs in various flight conditions indicated a close match between the two models. Finally, available flight test data was used for further verification.
VI. Adaptive Neural Network Flight Control
The adaptive neural network flight controller used on the Renegade UAV is nearly indistinguishable from the one implemented on the GTMAX. The control software is actually identical. Only control parameters and interfaces were changed to integrate the controller into the SEC Renegade architecture. As expected, the closed-loop response of the Renegade UAV is slower than the GTMAX in terms of control bandwidth. On the other hand, the Renegade UAV is capable of much higher velocities than the GTMAX. Referencing Johnson and Kannan's development of the GTMAX's controller, 6 the following parameters were modified to accommodate the Renegade UAV:
• The control bandwidths, ω n , in the inner and outerloops were reduced.
• The controller inverts an approximate model of the system to generate its control inputs. Parameters within the inner loop approximate model,α, such as trim points, were modified to better approximate the Renegade UAV. The most significant change toα was the inclusion of a cyclic coupling term. Parameters associated with the heave mode in the outer loop approximate model,â, were also modified.
• The actuator models were adjusted to accurately portray control saturations on the Renegade UAV.
• The throttle loop was deactivated. The Renegade UAV employs a RPM governor.
All the control parameters mentioned above were tuned with relative ease in software in the loop simulation. None of the neural network parameters were changed. Incidentally, parameters within the Georgia Tech command filter such as the maximum commanded acceleration were changed, but those are external to the adaptive neural network flight controller.
Integrating the adaptive neural network in the OCP framework was straight forward. The most critical item in the integration process was ensuring that actuator signals are handled correctly regardless of the position of switch 2 . Improper handling of the signals impedes the adaptive neural network's ability to train when the baseline controller is active. This causes an unnecessary disturbance when the adaptive flight controller is activated. When the baseline controller is active, the adaptive neural network controller requires the system's best estimate of the actual actuator locations to ensure proper control hedging and adaptation. Once the adaptive controller assumes control, it generates the actuator signals required for hedging.
VII. Envelope Protection
Under the SEC program, the GTMAX was equipped with an envelope protection system as a controller sub-system for safe maneuvering. 11, 12 The task of the envelope protection system was to constantly monitor aircraft limits and ensure that the aircraft remains within its prescribed limits regardless of the commands received from upper-level control algorithms. Moreover, the desired effect was to allow just enough control effort so that the aircraft rode the limit boundary without exceeding the limit. In order to achieve this objective, the system required continuous knowledge of how far the vehicle was from its structural and performance limit boundaries. If a violation in the flight envelope was foreseen, controller commands were modified automatically.
The approach taken was to calculate available control travel which ensured that a given limit was not exceeded. Commands can be adjusted in various levels of the controller hierarchy. One way, for example, is to change lowlevel controller outputs, hence adjusting actuator commands. The preferred way, however, was to adjust controller commands so that the closed loop stability properties were retained. The available controller command is called the command margin.
Command margins can be calculated using a model, where the controller commands are inputs and limit parameters are part of the system state vector. Calculation of the available command margins in the GTMAX envelope protection system employed neural network based, adaptive model generation. 11, 12 Another way is simply to use analytic equations to estimate the command margins. Although analytic expressions are only defined for very specific maneuvers, they can be used as effective estimation tools whenever available.
During the SEC Renegade program, both analytic based methods and neural network based adaptive limit and command margin detection methods, similar to those on the GTMAX, were integrated into the control architecture. In particular, load factor and main rotor RPM limits were considered. An adaptive model between the velocity commands and the load factor was generated. As the inversion of these equations using load factor limits generated command margins, velocity commands were adjusted when the limit boundary was approached. For more specific maneuvers, analytic approximations were used. For example, during a S-maneuver, the load factor was limited using the max allowable radius of curvature dependent on aircraft forward velocity, hence adjusting the heading rate. For the RPM limit, a model between the rotor RPM and the collective control was used. The collective was reduced whenever RPM approached its low-side limit. This adjustment did not affect the closed loop stability of the system. The envelope protection component was integrated into the OCP as a low-level flight controller sub-system (Figure 3) . Several maneuvers including S-turns were used to test the system.
VIII. Results
Phase 1 of the SEC Renegade program concluded on May 26, 2005 with a flight demonstration conducted in Victorville, CA. In preparation for the Phase 1 flight test, developers tested each of the proposed technologies using software in the loop flight simulation. The envelope protection simulation utilized the adaptive neural network flight controller to roll the aircraft into a steep bank. While sustaining the turn, the envelope protection algorithm adjusted the inputs to the adaptive neural network flight controller so that the aircraft did not exceed an prescribed load factor limit. Unfortunately, the sort of aggressive maneuvering required to exercise the envelope protection algorithm is beyond the capability of the baseline flight controller. For that reason, conducting the envelope protection demonstration during actual flight test was not feasible.
Hardware in the loop simulations on the actual aircraft followed software in the loop testing as a final validation prior to flight testing. The adaptive neural network flight controller underwent extensive hardware in the loop testing to verify its performance in a variety of conditions including adverse wind conditions. The hardware in the loop testing focused on the transition between the two low-level controllers and a few low speed maneuvers. In subsequent testing, the MIT algorithm generated routes that enabled the Renegade UAV to operate aggressively within a simulated urban canyon. The MIT algorithm benefited from the improved performance provided by the adaptive neural network flight controller.
Actual flight testing followed the hardware in the loop validation process. The Renegade UAV utilized the control architecture discussed in this paper during three separate flights. During the first flight, an operator in the ground station interfaced with the aircraft using the GUI depicted in Figure 4 . The aircraft successfully executed a sequence of maneuvers exercising the generic TD path planner and the Georgia Tech filter. During the second flight test, the maneuvers conducted during the first flight were repeated. Additionally, the adaptive neural network flight controller was activated twice. During both occasions, the transition to and from the adaptive neural network controller was nearly seamless. The adaptive neural network controller controlled the aircraft for a total of 102 seconds, all at a stationary hover. The controller was stable for the entire duration although minor improvements to the controller will improve its future performance. The third flight built on the second again successfully demonstrating the neural network controller and also demonstrating use of the UCB visual landing system to provide velocity commands for the baseline low-level controller. The UCB landing system also gathered flight data to support vision-based landings in the future.
IX. Conclusion
The second and third flight tests conducted on the Renegade UAV made it the largest helicopter to operate under adaptive neural network flight control. Furthermore, excluding munitions, it is probably the largest UAV to operate under adaptive neural network flight control. The X-36 reportedly weighed less that 1300 pounds during the Reconfigurable Control for a Tailless Fighter Aircraft program. 13 The success of the neural network controller and the other control algorithms supports future use of the OCP and the devised control architecture to improve the autonomy of the Renegade UAV. The neural network controller in particular validates the future use of the recently developed vehicle model.
